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Numbers
3D camera app, 138–139

A
accessories
battery, 21
skin, 22
stylus, 21
tripod, 21
waterproof enclosure, 21
Adobe Photoshop Express app. See Photoshop Express app
Air Photo (Plus) app, 35–36
Andigraf app, 131–132
Animoto app, 163–164
antishake option, 32, 37
aperture, 4, 7, 82. See also blur; exposure
Aperture (Apple software), Events and Faces, 18
app recipes, 94–96
apps. See also Camera app; photo apps; Photos app; specific app names
art effect. See art effect apps
Camera app replacement. See camera apps
combining, 94–96
image editing. See image editing apps
instant camera. See also Polaroid effect, applying
ClassicINSTA, 106–107
Polarize, 105–106
ShakelPhoto, 105
location-based photo
EveryTrail, 159–161
Gowalla, 162
Mopho, 162
Pegshot, 162

panorama, 86–90
AutoStitch Panorama, 86–87
Pano, 88
You Gotta See This!, 89–90
photo booth, 132–134
IncrediBooth, 27, 132–133
Photo Booth Classic Plus, 133–134
Wink, 167
photo printing service, 158
postcard. See postcard apps
printing apps, 36
with Air Photo (Plus), 35–36
with Hipstamatic, 112–113
professional, 194
retro look. See retro look apps
sharing and community. See sharing and community apps
single-purpose. See single-purpose apps
toy camera apps
Andigraf, 131–132
CAMERAtan, 131
Plastic Bullet, 130
using multiple, 94–96
App Store, searching photo apps on, 26
ArtCamera app, 141
art effect apps
ArtCamera, 141
Diptic, 134–135
Juxtaposer, 144–145
LEGO Photo, 139
PhotoTropedelic, 145–146
Ransom Letters, 142
Satromizer, 142–143
Strip Designer, 139–141
ToonPAINT, 143–144
aspect ratio, adjusting, 58
Assign to Contact option, 15
Auto Adjust app, 70
Autofocus, availability of, 7
Auto Save option, 31
AutoStitch Panorama app, 86–87

B
background blur, creating, 82–83
batteries, keeping spares of, 21
Belanger, Peter, 186–188
Big Camera Button app, 35
Bill Atkinson PhotoCard Lite app, 164–165, 167
black-and-white images, creating
with CameraBag, 123
with Iris Photo Suite, 64–65
with MonoPhix, 124–125
with OldCamera, 123–124
with Photo fx, 123
with Photoshop Express, 53
with PictureShow, 123
with Spica, 124
with Ultimate Camera, 43
with Vint B&W, 126
Blogger, 182. See also photoblogs
BlogPress app, 182
blogs. See photoblogs
blur, applying
with Lo-Mob, 101–102
with PhotoForge, 59
with Photo fx, 72–74, 78–79
with Smudge tool, 63
with TiltShift Generator, 82–85
blurry photos, avoiding, 6, 33, 35, 37–38
borders. See frames
burst mode apps, 33–34

C
Camera+ app, 36, 38–39
Camera app, 8, 26. See also apps adjusting exposure, 8–9
adjusting white balance, 8–9
advantages of, 36
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Camera app, continued
considering alternatives to, 43–44
flash feature, 12
flash mode, 6
focus area, 6
front-facing camera, 12
HDR feature, 11–12
HDR mode, 6
hints, 6
macro feature, 11
switching cameras, 6
taking photos with, 5
tap-to-focus feature, 8–9
video, 6
zoom, 6, 10
camera apps, 36. See also apps
Camera+, 36, 38–39
vs. Camera app, 43–44
Camera Genius, 40–41
Camera One, 43
Camera Plus Pro, 41–42
GorillaCam, 43
ProCamera, 39–40
Snapture, 43
Ultimate Camera, 43
CameraBag app, 30, 99, 123
Camera Genius app, 40–41
CameraKit app, 30, 120
Camera One app, 43
Camera Plus Pro app, 41–42
Camera Roll, 14–15
deleting images from, 16
saving images to, 16, 36
CAMERAtan app, 131
Camera Zoom 2 app, 34
Cece, Tony, 192
Chappe, Stephanie, 191
ClassicINSTA app, 106–107
Claude Monet filter, 141
color adjustments
with Camera Plus Pro, 42
contrast. See also cross processing
with ArtCamera, 141
with Auto Adjust, 70
with Diptic, 135
with Film Lab, 127
with PerfectPhoto, 66–67
with PhotoForge, 59–62
with Photogene, 54–55
with Photoshop Express, 51
with PictureShow, 104
with Pro HDR, 90–91
with TiltShift Generator, 83
with Cross Process, 121
with Film Lab, 127
with Mill Colour, 91–92
with PerfectPhoto, 67
with PhotoForge, 59
with Photoshop Express, 51
with Pro HDR, 90–91
selective desaturation
with Color Splash, 136–137
with Iris Photo Suite, 64–65
with SwankoLab, 116–118
with TiltShift Generator, 83
tint, adding
with Camera Plus Pro, 42
with Photo fx, 72–74
with Photoshop Express, 53
tools for
Curves, 60–62
Levels, 54–55, 59–60
using multiple apps for, 95
Color Splash app, 136–137
cropping, 47, 49
with AutoStitch Panorama, 87
with Camera+, 39
with Camera Plus Pro, 42
with FX Photo Studio, 80
with Iris Photo Suite, 64
with PerfectPhoto, 67
with PhotoForge, 57
with Photo fx, 74
with Photogene, 53
with Photoshop Express, 49–50
Cross Process app, 95–96, 121, 189, 190
cross processing, 120
with CameraKit, 120
with Cross Process, 121
with Film Lab, 126–128
with Photo fx, 74–75
D
darkroom experience
CameraKit, 120
chemicals, 116
enlarger, 116
film processing, 116
paper, 116
re-creating, 116
SwankoLab, 116–119
adding chemicals, 118
features of, 117
opening, 116
using chemical formulas, 118–119
deleting photos, 16
desaturation, selective
with Color Splash, 136–137
with Iris Photo Suite, 64–65
Diptic app
adjusting frame borders, 135
multiframe constructions with, 134–135
app recipe, 96
Disqus, using with Tumblr, 179
double exposures, 92. See also exposure
DSLR Camera Remote Professional Edition app, 194
E
Easy Release app, 194
editing photos. See image editing;
image editing apps
Edwards, Jeremy, 189
effects. See filters and effects
emailing images, 15
Email Photo option, 15
Events and Faces feature, 18
EveryTrail app, 159–161
EXIF (exchangeable image file format) data, 19
exposure, adjusting, 8–9, 47. See also color adjustments; double exposures
with Auto Adjust, 70
with Camera+, 38–39
with PerfectPhoto, 67
with PhotoForge, 59
with Photoshop Express, 50, 51
with ProCamera, 40
with Pro HDR, 90–91

F
f/8 DoF Calculator app, 194
Facebook app
creating albums, 152–153
tagging photos, 154
uploading photos, 153
Film Lab app, 96, 126–128
filters and effects, 24, 72. See also black-and-white images, creating
in Andigraf, 131–132
in ArtCamera, 141
in CameraBag, 99
in CAMERAtan, 131
in Film Lab, 126–128
in FX Photo Studio, 80–82
in Hipstamatic, 109–112
in Iris Photo Suite, 64
in Juxtaposer, 144–145
in Lo-Mob, 100–102
in Mill Colour, 91–92
in Perfect Photo, 66–68
in PhotoForge, 58–59
in Photo fx, 72–74
in Photogene, 53–56
in Photoshop Express, 48–53
in PhotoTropedelic, 145–146
in Pic Grunger, 122
in PictureShow, 102–104
in Plastic Bullet, 130
in Satromizer, 142–143
in Swankolab, 116–119
using multiple apps for, 94–96
flash, 4, 7
flash apps, 34–35
Flickit Pro app, 151–152
Flickr, 148–149
iPhoneography community, 195
terminology, 149–150
Flickr app, 150–151
focal length, 7
Focalware app, 194
focus
auto vs. fixed, 7
selective, 85
group of folders, organizing photo apps in, 31–32
frames
adding to photos, 93–94
with FX Photo Studio, 81
with Hipstamatic, 110, 115
with Lo-Mob, 93, 101
with Photogene, 55–56
with Photoshop Express, 52, 93
with PictureShow, 63, 94, 103
with StripDesigner, 139–141
customizing in Photogene, 55–56
multiple, constructing with Diptic, 135
using multiple apps for, 95
front-facing camera, 7, 12
full resolution photos, transferring to iPhones, 69
FX Photo Studio app, 80–82

G
Gallery app, 158
gotagging, 7. See also location-based photo apps
availability of, 7
turning off, 162–163
goPostal app, 167
GorillaCam app, 43
Gowalla app, 162
Gusano, Gus, 190

H
HazelMail Postcards app, 167
HDR (high dynamic range)
photography, 11–12, 90–91
Hindson, Will, 181
Hipstamatic app, 96, 107–115
Camera Back, 114
Camera Front, 114
creating favorite combos, 115
print stack, 112
purchasing from HipstaMart, 113–114
selecting film, flash, and lens, 109–112
sharing images, 112–113
Stacks option, 112–113
turning off flash, 115
horizontal images, viewing full-screen, 14

I
iFlashReady app, 35
image editing. See also filters and effects
aspect ratio, adjusting, 58
automatic adjustments, 68–70
black-and-white images. See black-and-white images, creating
color, adjusting. See color adjustments
contrast, adjusting. See color adjustments, contrast
cropping. See cropping
Curves, 60–62
exposure, adjusting. See exposure, adjusting
frames. See frames
Levels, 54–55, 59–60
retouching, 48
with PhotoForge, 56–57, 62–63
with Photo fx, 78–80
image editing, continued
saturation, adjusting. See color adjustments
sharpening, 48
  with PerfectPhoto, 67–68
  with PhotoForge, 58–59
  with Photo fx, 73
straightening, 48
  with Photo fx, 75
  with Photoshop Express, 50–51
image editing apps
features of, 46–48
Iris Photo Suite, 64–66
  blending images, 65–66
  ColorSense highlights, 64–65
  layers, 65–66
PerfectPhoto, 66–68
PhotoForge. See
  PhotoForge app
Photogene. See Photogene app
Photoshop Express. See
  Photoshop Express app
images. See photos
Incredibooth app, 27, 132–133
instant camera apps. See also
  Polaroid effect, applying
  ClassicINSTA, 106–107
  Polarize, 105–106
  ShakelPhoto, 105
iPhone 3G camera, 7
iPhone 3GS camera, 7
macro feature, 11
tap-to-focus feature, 8
iPhone 4 camera
  field of view, 7
  flash feature, 12
  front-facing, 12
  macro feature, 11
  sensor, 7
iPhone cameras
advantages of, 2–3
aperture, 4
comparing, 7
evolution of, 7
flash, 4
limitations, 4–5
noise, 4–5
shutter speed, 4
size of prints, 4
iPhoneography community, 195
iPhone photoblogs. See
  photoblogs
iPhoto, Events and Faces, 18
Iris Photo Suite app, 64–66
  blending images, 65–66
  ColorSense highlights, 64–65
  layers, 65–66
iTunes
  photos tab, 20
  selecting iPhone in, 20
  syncing photos to iPhone, 19–20
  viewing photo apps from, 26
J
Jarvis, Chase, 3
Joby tripod, 21
Juxtaposer app, 144–145
K
Kodak Gallery app, 158
L
LEGO Photo app, 139
location, viewing images by, 18
location-based photo apps
  EveryTrail, 159–161
  Gowalla, 162
  Mopho, 162
  Pegshot, 162
Lo-Mob app, 29, 93, 100–102
M
macro feature, 7, 11
masking images with Photo fx, 75–78
megapixels, 7
Mill Colour app, 91–92
miniature model effects, faking, 84–85
MissPixels, 193
mistakes, mimicking, 121
MMS (Multimedia Messaging Service) option, 15
MobileMe Gallery app, 156
  adding images to albums, 156
  sharing galleries, 157
Monet, Claude filter, 141
monochrome effects, 123
MonoPhix app, 124–125
Mopho app, 162
Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) option, 15
musical soundtracks, creating, 163–164
N
Night Camera app, 35, 92
noise, 4–5
O
OldCamera app, 123–124
P
Pano app, 88
panorama apps
  AutoStitch Panorama, 86–87
  Pano, 88
  You Gotta See This!, 89–90
Pegshot app, 162
PerfectlyClear app, 68–69
PerfectPhoto app, 66–68
sharpening images, 68
tools and effects, 66–67
photo albums
  creating with Photos app, 14
  viewing images in, 14
photoblogs, 169–170
  attracting traffic to, 183–184
  Blogger, 182
  commenting on, 184
determining look for, 170–171
iPhoneography community, 195
linking to, 184
Posterus, 181
posting to social media accounts, 183–184
titling posts on, 183
tools, 171–172
Tumblr. See Tumblr
WordPress, 180
writing captions on, 183
photo blur, avoiding, 6, 33, 35, 37–38
photo booth apps
IncrediBooth, 27, 132–133
Photo Booth Classic Plus, 133–134
Wink, 167
Photo Booth Classic Plus app, 133–134
PhotoForge app, 56–64
Clone Stamp tool, 62–63
color-channel contrast, 61–62
Color Channels, 59–60
Color Spaces, 59–60
controls and options, 57
Curves controls, 60–62
filters and effects, 58–62
Levels controls, 59–60
photo fixes, 59–60
Smudge tool, 62–63
Photo fx app, 72
adding layers, 74–75
brush and mask controls, 76
brushes, 78–79
Diffusion filter, 73
Erase effect tool, 77–78
Film Lab filter, 73
Grads/Tints filter, 73
Haze 9 filter, 76
Image filter, 73
Lens fx filter, 73
Light fx filter, 73
masking tools, 75–78
monochrome effects, 123
Mosaic tool, 79–80
painting tools, 78–80
Photographic filter, 73
retouching tools, 79
Special FX filter, 73
stacking filters, 74–75
Photogene app, 53–56, 93
app recipe, 95
controls, 53
custom frames, 55–56
histogram, 55
Levels controls, 54–55
photographers
Belanger, Peter, 186–188
Cece, Tony, 192
Chappe, Stephanie, 191
Edwards, Jeremy, 189
Gusbano, Gus, 190
MissPixels, 193
photography apps. See also apps
controls, 28–29
developers of, 27
downloading, 25–26
evaluating, 27–28
finding, 25–26
interface, 27
location-based, 159–163
maximum number on Home screen, 31
online reviews, 27
organizing in folders, 31–32
price range of, 26
settings and options in, 29–31
automatic saving, 31
resolution, 30
saving original, 30
sharing, 30
social media, 30
types of, 24–25
user reviews, 27
viewing from iTunes, 25
photography credo, 22
photo printing services, 158
photo resolution, 7, 13
photos
combining with Diptic, 134–135
copying, 16–17
deleting, 16–17
delisting, 15–16
resolution after transfers, 21
saving to Camera Roll, 16
sharing, 15–16
syncing to iPhone, 19–20
taking with Camera app, 5
transferring to computers, 18–19, 21
viewing, 13–18
zooming into, 13–14
Photos app, 26. See also apps
Camera Roll, 13–15
photo albums, 14
Photo Library, 14
Places option, 18
syncing albums from computer, 14
viewing photos with, 13
Photoshop.com, 49
Photoshop Express app, 48–53, 93
accessing menus, 49
adding borders and frames, 52
app recipe, 95–96
Black & White option, 53
contrast adjustments, 51–52
Crop tool, 49–50
Effects option, 53
exposure adjustments, 51–52
saturation adjustments, 51–52
Straighten tool, 50–51
Tint option, 53
Photos Library, 20
Photo Transfer App, 69
PhotoTropedic app, 145–146
Pic Grunger app, 122–123
PicPosterous app, 181
pictures. See photos
PictureShow app, 29, 94, 102–104
adding text, 104
app recipe, 95
filters and effects, 102–103
image editing, 104
monochrome effects, 123
noise, 103–104
Randomize option, 104
vignettes, 103–104
Pixelpipe app, 148
Places option, using with Photos app, 18
PlaceTagger app, 194
Plastic Bullet app, 130
Polarize app, 105–106
Polaroid effect, applying. See also instant camera apps
  with Film Lab, 126–127
  with Lo-Mob, 100
  with Polarize, 105–106
  with ShakeltPhoto, 105
Postage app, 165–166
postcard apps
  Bill Atkinson PhotoCard Lite, 164–165, 167
  goPostal, 167
  HazelMail, 167
  Postage, 165–166
  Postino, 167
SodaSnap Postcards, 166
postcards, sending via USPS, 167
Posterous, 181. See also photoblogs
Postino app, 167
printing apps, 36
  with Air Photo (Plus), 35–36
  with Hipstamatic, 112–113
print size, 4
ProCamera app, 39–40
Pro HDR app, 90–91

R
radial blur, applying to background, 83
Ransom Letters app, 142
recipes, for apps, 94–96
Resize-Photo app, 186
resolution, importance of, 28
retouching, 48. See also color adjustments
  with PhotoForge, 56–57, 62–63
  with Photo fx, 78–80
retro look apps
  CameraBag, 99
  CameraKit, 120
  ClassicINSTA, 106–107
  Cross Process, 121
  Film Lab, 126–128
  Hipstamatic. See Hipstamatic app
  Lo-Mob, 29, 93, 100–102
  Pic Grunger, 122–123
  PictureShow. See PictureShow app
  Polarize, 105–106
  ShakeltPhoto, 105
  SwankoLab, 116–119
    adding chemicals, 118
    features of, 117
    opening, 116
    using chemical formulas, 118–119
S
Satromizer app, 142–143
saturation, 48. See also color adjustments
screen, size of, 13
selective color, 136–137
selective focus, 85
self-timer apps, 33
Send to MobileMe option, 15
sharpening, 48
  with PerfectPhoto, 67–68
  with PhotoForge, 58–59
  with Photo fx, 73
Shutter Burst app, 33–34
shutter button, 32, 35
Shutterfly app, 158
shutter speed, 4
single-purpose apps, 33
  Air Photo, 35–36
  Air Photo Plus, 35–36
  Big Camera Button, 35
  Camera Zoom 2, 34
  iFlashReady, 35
  Night Camera, 35, 92
  Shutter Burst, 33–34
  Time Frame, 33
skewing. See straightening
skins, buying, 22
slide shows
  adjusting, 17
  watching, 17
SmugShot app, 158
Snapfish app, 158
Snapture app, 43
social networking
  Facebook, 152–154
  Flickr, 148–152
  strategy, 148
  Twitter, 154–155
SodaSnap Postcards app, 166
Spica app, 124
straightening, 48
  with Photo fx, 75
  with Photoshop Express, 50–51
Strip Designer app, 139–141
stylus, 21
SwankoLab app, 116–119
  adding chemicals, 118
  features of, 117
  opening, 116
  using chemical formulas, 118–119
T

- tap-to-focus feature, 8–9
- TiltShift Generator app, 82–85
  - creating background blur, 82–83
  - creating fake miniature model effects, 84–85
  - selective focus, 85
- Time Frame app, 33
- ToonPAINT app, 143–144
- toy camera apps
  - Andigraf, 131–132
  - CAMERAtan, 131
  - Plastic Bullet, 130
- transformation, using multiple apps for, 95
- tripod, 21, 38
- trips, documenting with
  - EveryTrail, 161
  - Tumblr, 171–172. See also photoblogs
  - accepting user submissions, 179
  - adding comments with
    - Disqus, 179
    - blog setup, 175–176
    - community options, 179
    - customizing blogs, 178–179
    - Dashboard, 174
    - form for posting photos, 174
    - iPhoneography community, 195
    - posting to, 176
    - post types, 173
- Tumblr app, 176–178
- Twitter app, 154–156

U

- Ultimate Camera app, 43
- Use as Wallpaper option, 15
- USPS postcards, sending, 167

V

- video
  - availability of, 7
  - creating, 163–164
  - vignetting, 83
    - with CameraKit, 120
    - with Lo-Mob, 101–102
    - with PhotoForge, 58–59
    - with Photo fx, 72–74
    - with PictureShow, 103–104
    - with TiltShift Generator, 83
- Vint B&W app, 126

W

- waterproof enclosure, 21
- white balance, 7, 8–9. See also color adjustments
- Wink app, 167
- WordPress app, 180
- WordPress, 180. See also photoblogs

Y

- You Gotta See This! app, 89–90

Z

- zoom, adjusting with Camera app, 10
- zoom apps, 34
- zooming in on photos, 13–14